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Fi Laidlaw of Living Cloth is a self taught maker and designer and 
loves teaching and passing along her love of colour.

Over the years Fi has explored many creative wanderings – 
spinner, knitter, felt maker, maker and designer of quilts, lover of hexagons,
 slow stitching and sudden side of the road stops with her kids rolling their 

eyes as she jumped out to collect leaves for her natural dye pot.

The joy of slow stitch, whether it be a wandering running stitch or a 
‘look at me’ bullion stitch is her meditation.

Pop over and say hi on instagram @living_cloth

Outside Photos were taken at Noosa Botanical Gardens

All photos in this booklet were taken by Fi’s daughter
Rose @rosehocking



Having picked up an old chair from an 
Op shop years ago, Fi had always 
wanted to have a go at reupholstering. 

This was the perfect opportunity to have 
a go and of course it had to involve 
hexies, her favourites!

She stitched up 2 pieces of fabric for the 
back and seat of the chair, the glorious 
floral fabrics were perfect for these large 
hexies and she fussy cut the peacock 
hexies for the seat back, then the fun 
really began.

She had a  wonderful experience 
working with her daughter Rose to 
create this now beautiful chair.



The blue shirt Fi is wearing is a pattern 
by McCall’s M7751.

Fi adjusted the pattern to make it an over 
shirt, added pockets and, of course, 
Hexies!



The long coat Rose is wearing is a 
pattern by Amy Butler Design called 
Bella Duster.

Rose is also wearing strings of Hexie 
Blossom Necklaces made from the Chic 
Escape fabrics and is a design and 
pattern created by Fi. 

It is availabe through her Etsy Shop - 
Living Cloth.

www.etsy.com/au/shop/livingcloth
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Two Green Zebras - Australian & New Zealand distributor of Tilda Fabrics.
www.twogreenzebras.com

sales@twogreenzebras.com
@tilda_australia
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